Mapp Opens Automation Platform for Third Party Systems
Powerful marketing workflows are enabled based on external data
London/San Diego, 9th December, 2020 – Mapp, the international provider of insight-led
customer engagement, today announces the opening of its digital marketing platform Mapp
Cloud to any third-party integrations.
Through the Open Marketing Automation Platform, Mapp enables the automation capabilities
of its cross-channel marketing component to be accessible to external systems. It is now
compatible with data from external service providers in order to offer even easier system
integration. This gives customers more flexibility in the automation and personalization of their
marketing activities, based on existing technology stacks.
The new feature allows marketers to link Mapp’s marketing automation tool to any platform in
order to set up powerful automation workflows. The integration of data into the system is APIbased and seamless. On this basis, information from a wide variety of data sources can be
easily and effectively used and integrated for highly tailored interactions. In addition,
customers can integrate user-defined channels or trigger automated actions to address target
groups based on specific events and times.
With this innovation, Mapp Cloud continues its development into a user-oriented infrastructure
for setting up a custom marketing ecosystem. Mapp’s customers benefit from enhanced
customer engagement based on contextual, data-driven insights. The open platform allows
complex automation scenarios to be orchestrated. It allows marketers to draw on
comprehensive, flexibly configurable data stocks and enables plannable, effective crosschannel campaigns. Mapp's technology partners also benefit as they can now link their own
solutions even more closely with Mapp Cloud.
Mapp Cloud can be seamlessly connected to all tools commonly used by marketers; from
office applications like Google Spreadsheets to project management tools like Asana and
platforms like Zapier, Kibo Commerce, Magento and IFTTT.
Michael Diestelberg, VP Product & Marketing at Mapp, comments: “Opening our marketing
automation to third-party data makes our digital marketing platform even more flexible. This
gives customers more options to customize Mapp Cloud to their own needs and requirements,
increasing the value of insight-led customer engagement. For us, system integration is an
important step towards an open platform for third-party companies. Our goal is to establish
Mapp Cloud as the central control tool for digital marketing, enabling marketers to
transparently capture, increase, and continuously optimize their success.”
The Open Marketing Automation Platform is available immediately and will be rolled out step
by step to Mapp customers.

About Mapp
Marketers and data specialists should be able to focus on what will make a difference for their
business, instead of spending all their time taming the technology behind it. With the insightled customer engagement platform Mapp Cloud, they can focus on what really counts – and
the exciting insights that come with it. Thanks to customer intelligence and marketing analytics,
companies can easily and effectively gain data-driven customer insights across all channels
in order to trigger highly personalised marketing activities. Customers benefit from AIsupported forecasting models that enable targeted and self-optimising cross-channel
campaigns. Automated messages are sent via the most suitable marketing channel, at the
right time, with the optimal contact frequency. Thanks to advanced one-to-one personalisation,
the highest levels of engagement and long-term customer loyalty are achieved.
Mapp has global offices in six countries. Mapp’s digital marketing platform helps more than
3,000 companies break away from the pack by uncovering missed opportunities, including
Argos, Ella’s Kitchen, Expert, Freesat, Lloyds Banking Group, MyToys, Pepsico, Quint and
The Entertainer.
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